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DRESS CODE
MALE STUDENTS
1. Shirts must cover the torso/chest at all times
2. Shirts must have sleeves (short or long sleeves)
3. Pants must reach from the waist to the knee level and below
4. Fabric should not be shear or flimsy
5. Design must not include foul language or graphics
6. Fit should be appropriate (avoid very tight clothes that may reveal your body)
7. Inner wear should not be revealed at all.
8. Students are not allowed to wear bathroom slippers (patapata or sandal) in the tuition area.
9. Caps and hats should not be worn in the compound (except on medical grounds).
10. Hair must be well groomed.
FEMALE STUDENTS
1. No plunging necklines (no exposing cleavage)
2. Hemline on skirts and dresses must cover the knees
3. Shirts, blouses, and top gear must cover the waist area.
4. All shirts and top wear must have sleeves (short or long)
5. Pants must reach from the waist to the knee level and below
6. Fit should be appropriate (avoid very tight clothes that may reveal your body)
7. Inner wear should not be revealed at all.
8. Fabric of clothing must not be transparent or flimsy.
9. Design must not include foul language and/or graphics.
10. Students are not allowed to wear bathroom slippers (patapata or sandal) in the tuition area.
11. Caps and hats should not be worn in the compound (except on medical grounds).
12. Head covering should leave the whole face clear and visible.
NOTE: All students should fully abide to the dress code, failure to which disciplinary action will be taken.
COMMITMENT: I agree to abide by the Polytechnic dress code.
NAME: ………………………………………………ADM NO: …………………………………….
COURSE: ………………………………………….. CLASS: ……………………………………….
SIGNATURE: ……………………………………… DATE: ……………………………………….
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